**PACKAGE HIGHLIGHTS**

- Open-air freedom
- Relaxed cruiser ergonomics with UFit
- Bold muscular and sporty design with premium finishes and colorations
- Ultimate cruiser comfort and convenience for two

**COGNAC METALLIC**
Carbon black-colored parts and trims

---

**ENGINE**

**Type**
Rotax® 1330 ACE™ in-line 3 cylinders, liquid-cooled with electronic fuel injection and electronic throttle control

**Bore & Stroke**
3.31 x 3.14 in. (84 x 80 mm)

**Power**
115 hp (85.8 kW) @ 7,250 RPM

**Torque**
96 lb-ft (130.1 Nm) @ 5,000 RPM

---

**TRANSMISSION**

**Type**
Semi-automatic with reverse function

**Gears**
6-speed

---

**CHASSIS**

**Front Suspension**
Double A-arms with anti-roll bar

**Front Shock Type/Travel**
SACHS® Big-Bore shocks / 5.1 in. (129 mm)

**Rear Suspension**
Swing arm

**Rear Shock Type/Travel**
SACHS shock with self-leveling air preload adjustment / 5.2 in. (132 mm)

**Electronic Brake Distribution System**
Foot-operated, hydraulic 3-wheel brake

**Front Brakes**
270 mm disc with Brembo® 4-piston fixed calipers

**Rear Brake**
270 mm disc, 1-piston floating caliper with integrated parking brake

**Parking Brake**
Electrically actuated

**Front Tires**
MC165/55R15 55H

**Rear Tire**
MC225/50R15 76H

**Aluminum Front Rims**
10-spoke, Neptune, 15 x 5 in. (381 x 127 mm)

**Aluminum Rear Rim**
Carbon Black, 15 x 7 in. (381 x 178 mm)

---

**DIMENSIONS**

**L x W x H**
111.0 x 58.9 x 48.9 in. (2,820 x 1,497 x 1,241 mm)

**Wheelbase**
67.3 in. (1,709 mm)

**Seat Height**
26.6 in. (675 mm)

**Ground Clearance**
4.5 in. (115 mm)

**Dry Weight**
988 lb (448 kg)

---

**INSTRUMENTATION**

**Type**
10.25 in. touchscreen display with BRP Connect and Apple CarPlay

**Main Functions**
Speedometer, tachometer, odometer, trip and hour meters, fuel consumption average, gear position, ECO mode smart assist, temperature, engine lights, electronic fuel gauge, clock and more

**Audio System**
BRP Audio Premium 6-speaker sound system with radio, USB, Bluetooth™

---

**SAFETY & SECURITY**

**SCS**
Stability Control System

**TCS**
Traction Control System

**ABS**
Anti-lock Braking System

**DPS™**
Dynamic Power Steering

**Anti-theft System**
Digitally Encoded Security System (D.E.S.S.™)

**HHC**
Hill Hold Control

---

**COVERAGE**

**Factory Warranty**
2-year BRP limited warranty with 2-year roadside assistance

**Extended Service Terms**
B.E.S.T. terms available from 12 to 36 months with roadside assistance

---

**FEATURES**

- LED headlamps, front fenders with integrated LED lights, black embossed seat with a “Limited” ingot, cruise control, sport windshield, calibrated for towing a Can-Am trailer, glove box with USB port(1 gal/3.9 L), integrated hard-side luggage, top case with integrated passenger backrest, driver and passenger heated grips, driver and passenger footboards, handlebar control module, Super Sport Grille, short reach handlebar, top case rack, comfort seat, removable driver backrest

---

CAN-AM CONNECT
BRP AUDIO PREMIUM
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

TOP CASE RACK
Allows for added external storage capacity when used with netting or bungee cords. Sturdy stamped-aluminum construction with integrated anchor points.

10.25 IN. TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY WITH BRP CONNECT AND APPLE CARPLAY
A high-resolution infotainment system that puts an interactive, informative and customizable experience that's both seamless and simple right at your fingertips.

LED HEADLIGHTS
The new LED headlamps now offer whiter illumination and a wider periphery, while reducing the amount of maintenance required. Leave nothing hidden with improved road visibility and precision lighting.

SELF-LEVELING AIR SUSPENSION
Rear air shocks automatically adjust to passenger and cargo weight to ensure comfort is never compromised.

MUSCULAR DESIGN COMBINED WITH ULTIMATE COMFORT
A special edition combining a muscular, sporty design with unrivalled comfort thanks to the new short-reach handlebars, comfort seat and removable driver's backrest.

TOP CASE RACK
Allows for added external storage capacity when used with netting or bungee cords. Sturdy stamped-aluminum construction with integrated anchor points.

10.25 IN. TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY WITH BRP CONNECT AND APPLE CARPLAY
A high-resolution infotainment system that puts an interactive, informative and customizable experience that's both seamless and simple right at your fingertips.

LED HEADLIGHTS
The new LED headlamps now offer whiter illumination and a wider periphery, while reducing the amount of maintenance required. Leave nothing hidden with improved road visibility and precision lighting.

SELF-LEVELING AIR SUSPENSION
Rear air shocks automatically adjust to passenger and cargo weight to ensure comfort is never compromised.

MUSCULAR DESIGN COMBINED WITH ULTIMATE COMFORT
A special edition combining a muscular, sporty design with unrivalled comfort thanks to the new short-reach handlebars, comfort seat and removable driver's backrest.

BRP AUDIO PREMIUM
Our 6-speaker sound system comes equipped with radio, USB and Bluetooth® so you can listen to your favorite music from any device.
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